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QUESTION 1

Which of the following would be a reason for implementing rewrites? 

A. Page has been moved to a new URL 

B. Page has been moved to a new IP address 

C. Replace vulnerable functions. 

D. Send connection to secure channel 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What other consideration must you take into account when configuring Defacement protection A. Use FortiWeb to block
SQL Injections and keep regular backups of the Database 

B. Also incorporate a FortiADC into your network 

C. None. FortiWeb completely secures the site against defacement attacks 

D. Configure the FortiGate to perform Anti-Defacement as well 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using HTTP content routing on FortiWeb. Requests for web app A should be forwarded to a 

cluster of web servers which all host the same web app. Requests for web app B should be forwarded to a 

different, single web server. 

Which is true about the solution? 

A. Static or policy-based routes are not required. 

B. To achieve HTTP content routing, you must chain policies: the first policy accepts all traffic, and forwards requests for
web app A to the virtual server for policy A. It also forwards requests for web app B to the virtual server for policy B.
Policy A and Policy B apply their app-specific protection profiles, and then distribute that app\\'s traffic among all
members of the server farm. 

C. You must put the single web server into a server pool in order to use it with HTTP content routing. 

D. The server policy applies the same protection profile to all its protected web apps. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

What can an administrator do if a client has been incorrectly Period Blocked? 

A. Disconnect the client from the network 

B. Manually release the IP from the temporary Blacklist 

C. Nothing, it is not possible to override a Period Block 

D. Force a new IP address to the client. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

How does your FortiWeb configuration differ if the FortiWeb is upstream of the SNAT device instead of downstream of
the SNAT device? 

A. You must enable the "Use" X-Forwarded-For: option. 

B. FortiWeb must be set for Transparent Mode 

C. No special configuration required 

D. You must enable "Add" X-Forwarded-For: instead of the "Use" X-Forwarded-For: option. 

Correct Answer: A 
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